Pioneer Air Jam

iControlAV2

INTRODUCING THE NEW TOTEM ELEMENT SERIES
The new Totem Element Series is in perfect balance between art and science.
Streamlined for all musical genre, it conveys conviction and honesty, while
offering enormous scale and presence. Revolutionary in its conception,
the Totem Element Series is a true evolutionary step in sound design.

Discover yours at totemacoustic.com
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2011 Panasonic VIERA TVs
Panasonic TVs have long been one of the top choices for home
theatre enthusiasts and movie buffs. This year, Panasonic has
introduced three VIERA Full HD 3D NeoPlasma model lines –
the VT30, GT30 and ST30 series – and expanded its 3D line-up
with the addition of two LED-LCD HDTVs to offer Full HD
3D. In addition to 3D functionality, select models offer VIERA
Connect, a cloud-based service which enables access to Internet sites such as YouTube, Twitter, Bloomberg News, a weather
channel and Skype (with the addition of a camera). This year,
VIERA Connect has been expanded to include new apps such
as CinemaNow, Facebook, SHOUTcast , MLB.TV, and online
video games. Better yet, owners will be able to download additional apps from third-party developers. The 2011 line-up also introduces EasyIPTV which provides IPTV
functionality in 12 select VIERA HDTVs with a set number of movie, music and social networking sites, including
Shoutcast, CinemaNow and Facebook.
All the new NeoPlasma TV models feature Panasonic’s 600 Hz Sub-eld drive and signicant improvements in
the black levels and contrast ratios. Their fast response time and newly developed fast-switching phosphor, reducing crosstalk, makes them especially suited for both 3D and 2D viewing. Furthermore, active shutter technology
delivers an exceptional picture quality, thanks to the 1080p resolution and clear separation of the two images, one
for each eye. The top-of-the-line VT30 series consists of two models in 55 and 65-inch sizes ($2999 & $4999).
The GT30 series features four models, in 50, 55, 60 and 65 screen sizes ($1999 to $3999). Finally the ST30 series
introduces six screen sizes, from 42 to 65-inches ($1199 to $3499).
For those who prefer an LCD TV experience, the 2011 line-up expands the LED-LCD offerings from two models
in 2010 to eight, including two Full HD 3D models, the TC-L37DT30 and TC-L32DT30. The 2011 line-up introduces ve LED-LCD series – the DT30, D30, E3, E30, and C30, which premieres a new 19-inch screen size. All,
with the exception of the C30, provide 1080p resolution. The LCD-LED TVs range in prices from $449 to $1499.
All of the 2011 NeoPlasma and LCD-LED models should be available by the time you read this.
www.panasonic.ca
CANADA HiFi Introduces an iPad/iPhone/iPod touch App!
Embracing the latest technology is what we pride ourselves in at CANADA HiFi,
and the proof in the pudding: CANADA HiFi is now available as a free app for
iPad/iPhone and iPod touch owners. The CANADA HiFi app allows Apple device
owners to access digital editions of the magazine, which are page-by-page the same
as the print magazine. It is designed for those who prefer reading news in the digital format and those that don’t have access to print copies of the magazine. The app
is not intended to replace the print edition but rather supplement it, by allowing the
millions of Apple device owners to read the CANADA HiFi magazine. And don’t
think that we didn’t take into account the growing number of owners of other tablets
– since your tablets have Flash capable browsers, you’ll always be able to access or
download the digital edition of CANADA HiFi at www.canadahi.com.
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Cambridge Audio 751BD 3D Blu-ray Universal Player
The new Cambridge Audio 751BD player promises to expand on the company’s highly successful 650BD Blu-ray Universal player, a player which
we’ve been using as the reference player in the CANADA HiFi lab for
some time now. The 751BD offers support for BD-3D, all the latest surround sound formats, QDEO video processing and Anagram Technologies audio up-sampling. This lightning-fast, easy to use player promises
to reproduce movies and music with all the passion of the original performance. Featuring almost universal disc compatibility, the 751BD not
only plays Blu-ray discs – including those with 3D content – but also CD,
HDCD, DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and SACD. And with twin HDMI outputs, the 751BD can even deliver 3D video to multiple displays (such as
a 3D TV and a projector). The primary output also features a high quality
Marvell QDEO video scaler with motion adaptive noise reduction for natural video, free from noise and artefacts. As well as stunning
performance with Blu-ray discs, the 751BD delivers unbeatable picture quality from existing DVDs, which can also be up-scaled to
1080p resolution. However it is the 751BD’s musical performance that really sets it apart from its peers with genuinely uncontested
audiophile credentials. A mouth watering specication including ve Wolfson WM8740 24/192kHz Digital to Analogue converters,
Anagram Technologies Q5 192 kHz upsampling, a choice of digital lters and zealous attention to the design of audio circuits ensures
the 751BD can reproduce the dynamics and scale required for the most elaborate movie soundtracks. The 751BD also truly excels as
an audio source supporting all high-resolution formats including DVD-A, SACD plus of course CD. Supplied with a wireless dongle,
the 751BD is ready to connect to the internet via Ethernet or Wi-Fi and supports BD Prole 2.0 (BD-Live and BonusView) and other
interactive features. MSRP: $1249. www.cambridgeaudio.com. Distributed in Canada by Plurison: 1-866-271-5689,
www.plurison.com

New Onkyo AV Receivers
Onkyo has recently expanded its extensive line of AV receiver with three new models, the mid-range TX-NR809 as well as two more
affordable models, the HT-RC370 and HT-RC360.
The TX-NR809 is a THX Select2 Plus certied, 7.2-channel, network-capable AV receiver. It offers both the Mavell Qdeo and
IDT’s HQV Vida video up-scaling and processing circuits. It also includes Imaging Science Foundation’s ISF Video Calibration. On
the audio side it comes with Audyssey’s MultEQ XT automated calibration and Dolby Volume for the optimal listening experience
at any sound level. There are now front and rear USB ports for digital storage devices and Onkyo’s optional wireless USB adapter.
Direct digital connection via the front-panel USB port lets you access MP3, WMA, WMA Lossless, FLAC, WAV, Ogg Vorbis, and
AAC audio les stored on a USB ash drive or iPod/iPhone. The TX-NR809 also offers improved home integration capabilities with
Zone 2/3 preouts and a bi-directional remote control with on-screen RC set-up for attached components, and Macros for four activities. Topping off the feature list, the TX-NR809 has one front- and seven rear-panel HDMI inputs, as well as dual HDMI outputs. Of
course lossless audio processing of Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio is also on-board.
The new Onkyo HT-RC370 and HT-RC360, are among the rst AV receivers equipped with the Marvell Qdeo 4K video upscaling
processor. Both include a front-panel USB port that offers a direct digital connection for an iPod or iPhone, along with support for
audio playback from USB mass-storage devices. Among other upgrades compared to last year’s models, the HT-RC360 gains full
networking capabilities while the HT-RC370 adds Audyssey MultEQ XT processing. Both modes are 7.2-channel surround sound
systems with Audyssey DSX or Dolby ProLogic IIz processing included to provide alternative height or width channels. Both also
support Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio codecs. MSRP (in US): TX-NR809 ($1099), HT-RC370 ($849) and HT-RC360
($549). www.onkyo.ca
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New Denon AV Receivers
Denon Electronics has introduced a new
AV receiver line-up called the IN-Command Series for 2011, and updated its core
AV receiver line-up with four new models.
The three new IN-Command Series AV
receivers are designed to place users “In
command and In control” of their home
entertainment in new and exciting ways,
including total access to networked content and connected devices. All models include the AirPlay music streaming feature,
which lets users stream iTunes music libraries to the Denon components through
a Wi-Fi network from iPhone, iPad or
iPod touch devices. The units also allow
users to stream both Pandora and Flickr
services, as well as stream audio and photos directly from their PCs, choose from
over 12,000 Internet radio stations and
connect to the subscription-based Rhapsody
and Napster music services. Additionally, users can also stream and listen to music stored on a Windows PC, Mac
and media server products or NAS devices supporting the DLNA standard.
Denon’s core line of AV receivers has been expanded with four new models. All the new models are packed
with features and capabilities previously found mainly in the company’s higher-priced receivers, such as multiple
HDMI inputs (1.4a repeater function with 1080p and 3D pass-through capability), Dolby Pro Logic IIz featuring
front height channels (in models AVR-1612, AVR-1712 and AVR-1912), as well as Dolby TrueHD/ DTS-HD
Master audio support. Notably, the AVR-1912 is Denon’s lowest-priced networking-capable receiver to date, and
features the built-in AirPlay music streaming feature as well. MSRP (in US): IN-Command Series AVR-2112CI
($599.99), AVR-2312CI ($799.99) and AVR-3312CI ($999.99). Core line models: AVR-1312 ($249.99), AVR1612 ($349.99), AVR-1712 ($399.99) and AVR-1912 ($529.99). www.denon.com

UFi UCube Compact
USB Digital Speakers
Ultralink/XLO Products, a
company that made its name
in the cable and power accessory categories, has just
introduced a new personal
audio brand called UFi. The
rst product launched under
the new brand are the UCube
Compact USB Digital Speakers.
At just three-inches
square, the UCubes are personal and portable, ideal for home, on your desk or on the go. Available in a number of elegant nishes, the UCubes
promise to create a wide stereo image so everyone can enjoy music and video. Just plug the speaker with the USB
connector into your computer’s USB port and you’re ready to roll – there’s no external power supply. While USB
ports are limited to 5 volts, UCubes’ “smart” DSP-controlled power supplies store energy during quiet passages
allowing the class-D amplier to reach a full 15W equivalent power output for clean, dynamic sound that won’t
break up when you pump up the volume. The audio signal is also DSP-equalized to perfectly match the UCube’s
special BMR driver and enclosure eliminating the need for a crossover. MSRP: ($149.99/pair).
www.uproducts.com
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CANADA HiFi Showcase

Please consider components from the following
companies when making your next purchase.

Audio
Sensibility
www.audiosensibility.com

LOUDSPEAKERS

www.reference3a.com

Distributed in Canada by
Audio Dream Distributions
www.audio-dream.ca
(403) 280-5894
www.leema-acoustics.com

Best value in high-end audio cables.
Cable termination services. DIY supplies.

To adverse in the CANADA HiFi Showcase
secon please call 416-767-2495

Tablets: The Entertainment and Computing Devices of
2011 and Beyond

Jeremy Phan
Tablets are currently at the forefront
of the consumer electronics landscape. With a large majority of users doing their computing through
websites such as webmail and
social networking and simple productivity applications such as word
processing, the combination of portability, ease of use and declining
price is making tablets the musthave gadget of 2011. For many
users, tablets are quickly replacing
the traditional laptop and desktop.
Indeed, when watching any sci-ﬁ
show, inhabitants of the future almost always interact through touch
– buttons having gone the way of the
dodo. Apple’s CEO Steve Jobs has
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declared 2011 the year of the iPad iPad 2 in March of 2011. Estimates
2 but the slew of tablets currently currently peg Apple’s market share
available and soon to be released of the tablet market at over 80%.
will deﬁnitely give it a run for its The iPad’s ease of use, coupled with
Apple’s ecosystem of iTunes and
money.
2011 has already seen the release the App Store have made the device
of Apple’s second-generation iPad, one of the best selling consumer
Research in Motion’s PlayBook, electronic devices in recent history.
and Samsung’s Galaxy Tab. Other Everyone from young children to
manufacturers such as Sony have the elderly are able to use the dealso announced the fall release of vice with a minimal learning curve.
their tablet devices.
That said, the one gripe that many
The tablet craze was kick-started users do have with Apple’s devices
in April 2010 with the release of Ap- is the lack of Adobe Flash support,
ple’s iPad, which sold 300,000 units a staple of many websites for both
on launch day. Apple has since sold video playback and interactivity.
Tablets are touchscreen devices
more than 15 million ﬁrst-generation iPads and followed up with the that come in varying sizes from 5”

www.canadahi.com

tabletsof2011
to 10”. They can be for dedicated uses
such as electronic book readers, home automation control or as a general computing device. Different manufacturers have

included various features such as cellular
(data), Bluetooth and WiFi connectivity; built-in camera(s), GPS capabilities,
video/HDMI output, accelerometers and

gyroscopes, magnetometers (compass),
expandable memory and docking capabilities. Processing power, which according to Moore’s Law doubles every 18 to

Tablet

Screen Size /
Resoluon

Operang System

Processor

Storage

Size (L x W x H, cm)

Weight

Motorola
Xoom

10.1” /
1,280x800

Android 3.0
(Gingerbread)

Nvidia Tegra 2 dual core
@ 1.0 Ghz

32 GB

1.29 x 24.9 x 16.8

WiFi: 708 grams
3G: 730 grams

Apple iPad 2

9.7” /
1,024x768

iOS 4

Apple A5 dual core @
1.0 Ghz

16, 32, 64 GB

0.88 x 18.5 x 24.1

WiFi: 601 grams
3G: 613 grams

Dell Streak

5” / 800x480
7” / 800x480

Android 2.2
(Froyo)

Nvidia T20 @ 1.0 Ghz

5”: 16 GB +
microSD
7”: 16, 32 GB

5”: 1.0 x 15.3 x 7.9
7”: 1.24 x 19.9 x
11.9

5”: 220 grams
7”: 450 grams

BlackBerry
PlayBook

7.0” /
1,024x600

BlackBerry OS
(QNX) with future Android app
support

ARM Cortex A9 dual
core @ 1.0 Ghz

16, 32, 64 GB

1.0 x 19.4 x 13.0

425 grams

Samsung
Galaxy Tab

7” /
1,024x600

Android 2.2
(Froyo)

PowerVR SGX540 @
1.0 Ghz

16, 32 GB +
microSD

1.2 x 19.0 x 12.0

380 grams

Viewsonic
Viewpad

7” / 800x480
10” /
1,024x600

Android 2.2
(Froyo),
Android 1.6
(Donut) & Windows 7

Qualcomm MSM7227
@ 600 Mhz, Intel Pine
Trail @ 1.66 Ghz

7”: 512 MB +
microSD
10”: 16 GB +
microSD

7”: 1.15 x 17.9 x
11.0
10”: 1.45 x 17.0 x
27.4

7”: 377 grams
10”: 863 grams

Asus Transformer EEE

10.1” /
1,280x800

Android 3.0
(Gingerbread)

Nvidia Tegra 2 dual core
@ 1.0 Ghz

16, 32GB +
microSD

1.29 x 27.1 x 17.1

680 grams

Tablet

Camera(s)

Connecvity, Ports

Other Features

Price

Motorola Xoom 5 MP rear, 2
MP front

micro-USB, HDMI out, headphone jack

Compass, aGPS, barometer, gyroscope, accelerometer, dual-LED
ash

$599

Apple iPad 2

5 MP rear, 0.3
MP front

WiFi: WiFi, Bluetooth 2.1, Apple 30-pin
dock
3G: Band V/850 Mhz GSM: Rogers,
Telus, Bell, WiFi, Bluetooth 2.1, Apple
30-pin dock

3-axis gyroscope & accelerometer, 16, 32, 64 GB
compass, aGPS (3G only), HDMI
WiFi: $519, $619,
out (with oponal $39 cable)
$719
3G: $649, $749,
$849

Dell Streak

5”: 5 MP rear
7”: 5 MP rear,
1.3 MP front

WiFi, Bluetooth, 3G (Band V/850 Mhz
GSM: Rogers, Telus, Bell), headphone

Gorilla Glass, accelerometer,
aGPS, compass

5”: $549
7”: $399

BlackBerry
PlayBook

3 MP front, 5
MP rear

WiFi, Bluetooth 2.1, 3G, micro-HDMI,
micro-USB

PowerPoint presentaon output
(separate image from tablet),
BlackBerry “Bridge” mode

16 GB: $499
32 GB: $599
64 GB: $699

Samsung Galaxy Tab

3.15 MP rear,
1.3 MP rear

WiFi, Bluetooth 3.0, 3G (GSM, CDMA),
proprietary USB 2.0, headphone

aGPS, Gorilla glass, compass

16 GB: $399
32 GB: Disconnued

Viewsonic
Viewpad

7”: 3.0 MP
front, 0.3 MP
rear
10”: 1.3 MP
front

3G (Band V/850 Mhz GSM): Rogers,
Telus, Bell, WiFi, Bluetooth 2.1, headphone, mini-USB
WiFi, Bluetooth 2.1, headphone, microphone, USB 2.0, mini-VGA

7”: N/A
10”: accelerometer

7”: $299
10”: $599

Asus Transformer EEE

5 MP rear, 1.2
MP front

WiFi, Bluetooth 2.1, mini-HDMI, combo
headphone/microphone jack

aGPS, compass, gyroscope,
keyboard dock that turns the
tablet into a “laptop”, 10-nger
multouch

16 GB: $399
32 GB: $499

www.canadahi.com
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24 months, has allowed these min- iPod and iPad
iature, all-in-one devices to handle as well as Anthe majority of mainstream appli- droid devices.
cations. The addition of dedicated All the features
graphics processors also allows expected of typthese devices to play back high- ical home thedeﬁnition video with some devices atre and autooutputting via HDMI, making them mation systems
ideal portable media devices.
such as pre-proOutside of Apple’s line of iPad de- grammed activivices, other manufacturers with the ties, including
exception of Research in Motion, turning on and
have all adopted Google’s open- setting your AV
source Android operating system equipment to
for their tablets. Android is now the the proper setfastest growing mobile/portable op- tings, dimming
erating system, recently surpassing the lights, clos50 percent in the smartphone mar- ing blinds and
ket. The widespread adoption of lowering a projector screen, are
Android allows consumers to make now accessible through a touchan easy transition from smartphone screen interface.
to one of the many Android tablets
Currently, Canadian customers can
that will be hitting the market in purchase a wide variety of tablets
the upcoming months. This is simi- from a handful of well-known comlar to Apple users who are already panies. These tablets are typically
familiar with their iPod Touch and available as standalone devices or
iPhones. With the numerous tablets cellular-data capable (3G) devices
that are now available, manufac- along with data plans through the
turers differentiate their offerings various wireless providers. Please
through design, customization of take a look at the charts on the
the operating system, and their own previous page, which list the mainproprietary features such as Sony’s stream models currently available
upcoming tablets, which feature in the Canadian market.
PlayStation connectivity and infraOutside of these manufacturers,
red universal remote control capa- there are a slew of Android tablets
bilities.
by various “no-name” manufacturWhile the majority of tablets ers with price points below $300.
will be used as computing devices, These iPad clones, manufactured
touchscreens have also replaced tra- in Taiwan and China, have attracditional control panels and remotes, tive prices but you do get what you
notably, home theatre and home au- pay for and consumers should look
tomation control systems.
closely at the speciﬁcations before
In the home theatre environment, taking the plunge. These cheap tabtablets have replaced older multi- lets can be a good way to try out the
button control panels and remotes, tablet experience before purchasing
with sleek, wireless, customizable a full-featured, laptop replacement.
user interfaces similar to the famil- When considering one of these
iar line of touchscreen universal knock-offs, users should bypass
remotes by Logitech. A variety of any not running at least Android 2.1
manufacturers such as HAI, Con- or a processor less than 600 Mhz.
trol4, Cinemar, Crestron, and others, These tablets are available from
have updated their existing product stores such as Tiger Direct, NCIX,
lines by adding their own touch- Canada Computers and other local
screen tablets or leveraging the in- and online retailers.
creasing adoption of touchscreen
As stated earlier, 2011 will see
smartphones by offering native many companies playing catch-up
applications for the Apple iPhone, to Apple, with a plethora of tab-
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lets set to hit the market throughout the summer and fall. Everyone
from Acer to Lenovo (makers of
the ThinkPad) to Vizio are set to
release tablet devices ensuring consumers have a wide selection and
difﬁcult choice ahead of them. Existing players such as Samsung will
also be releasing follow-ups and expanding their product line.
With all these new tablets, all
running Android, consumers may
be wondering what sets one device
apart from another. While there
isn’t much that can be done to the
overall design of a tablet, it is each
manufacturer’s choice of speciﬁcations and customization to Android
that will set them apart. Asus’ recently released EEE Transformer
has a keyboard dock that also contains a second battery, extending the
tablet’s usage time to 16 hours and
transforming it into a 10” laptop/
netbook. Samsung is releasing 8.9”
and 10.1” tablets which are thinner
than Apple’s iPad 2 as well as a tablet with a sliding keyboard underneath. Acer is releasing a dual 14”
all-touchscreen laptop while Sony
is releasing a 9.4”, curved tablet as
well as a clamshell tablet featuring
5.5” touchscreens on each side.
2011 is shaping up to be an exciting year for tablets and regardless
of which operating system you prefer, which size is most convenient,
or which manufacturer you’re loyal
to, consumers will not be short on
choice.
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Understanding Speaker Speciﬁcations and Frequency Response
Giovanni Militano
Buying speakers can be a lot of fun but
for most of us does not happen too frequently. So when the time comes you’ll
want to be prepared and spend plenty of
time auditioning speakers as you’ll likely
live with them for a while. One typically
bases their buying decision on a number
of parameters such as how well the speakers perform, how much they cost, their
physical size, aesthetics and speciﬁcations. Speaker speciﬁcations are typically
noted right on the speakers or in the accompanying product literature. What has
always surprised me is how many people
base their loudspeaker buying decision
largely on speciﬁcations, in particular the
“frequency response”, yet they really don’t
have an understanding of what the speciﬁcations actually mean. In this article I will
walk you through basic speaker speciﬁcations which will help you to better understand how to interpret speaker speciﬁcations to aid in your future speaker buying
decision.
There is a good deal of confusion that
surrounds loudspeaker speciﬁcations
which seems to stem from a combination
of limited information, different test methods and a lack of consumer knowledge.
Some speciﬁcations are intuitive and easy
to understand, such as dimensions, weight,
type of speaker enclosure and crossover
frequency among others. The purpose of
this article is to explain the more technical,
and often misinterpreted, speciﬁcations
including speaker impedance, sensitivity
and frequency response.
Impedance
The loudspeaker’s impedance is the AC
resistance of the loudspeaker to the audio signal from the ampliﬁer. Most loudspeakers have an impedance rating that
falls between 2 and 16 ohms, with 4 and
8 ohm impedance ratings being the most
common. The impedance speciﬁcation is
often a source of confusion. Part of the
confusion stems from the fact that the
loudspeaker’s impedance will vary (some-
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times signiﬁcantly) with
frequency. In contrast,
only one value of impedance will be noted in the
speciﬁcations.
Impedance is most often measured at 1 kHz but unless
this is stated in the speciﬁcations, you won’t know
for sure. The reported
impedance speciﬁcation
could also be the average impedance across
the frequency response.
Given this variability, one
should not put too much
emphasis on rated impedance and it should only be
used to give you a general
idea of how the speaker
will load your ampliﬁer. A higher impedance
speaker will require high
voltages and less current
from the ampliﬁer, which
is generally considered
less demanding on an
ampliﬁer. A lower impedance loudspeaker requires high current and
lower voltage, and is considered more demanding
on an ampliﬁer. Use the
speaker impedance speciﬁcation to determine if
your ampliﬁer can drive
the loudspeakers. Some
ampliﬁers will not be able
to drive lower impedance loudspeakers so
be sure to check the speakers rated impedance against the allowable ampliﬁer ratings.

desired listening levels. Speaker sensitivity is the measurement of the amount of
sound pressure that the loudspeaker will
produce (i.e. how loud it will play), at a
distance of one meter, when only one
Watt of power is applied from an ampliﬁer. Sound pressure is typically measured
Sensitivity
in Decibels (dB).
Consider a speaker that has a rated senThe sensitivity speciﬁcation of a loudspeaker is one of the more useful speciﬁ- sitivity of 93 dB/1W/1m. This sensitivcations. It will give you a general idea of ity means that at a distance of 1 meter
how loud the speakers can play and how from the speaker, the sound pressure level
much power will be required to achieve (SPL) will be 93 dB when 1 Watt of power
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Figure 1: A Loudspeaker’s Frequency Response Chart (or a frequency vs. amplitude plot).
is applied. There are a couple of
general rules to remember that will
let you put the sensitivity speciﬁcation into context. For every extra 3
dB of SPL that you would like, you
need to double the input power. So
if we consider a loudspeaker with a
sensitivity of 93 dB/1W/1m, at 1W
of power the SPL is 93 dB, 2W is
96 dB, 4W is 99 dB, 8W is 102 dB,
16W is 105 dB and so on. In comparison to a loudspeaker that has
a sensitivity of 84 dB, you would
require 128W of power to achieve
a sound level of 105 dB. It is also
useful to remember that SPL is on a
logarithmic scale, so every increase
of 10 dB sounds about twice as loud
to our ears. What this translates
into while speaker shopping is that
a lower sensitivity loudspeaker will
generally require higher powered
ampliﬁers. Owners of very low
powered ampliﬁers like those based
on single-ended triodes (SET) will
pay a lot of attention to the sensitivity speciﬁcation as they hunt for
speakers with very high sensitivity.
Frequency Response
Of all the loudspeaker speciﬁcations,
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the frequency response is the easiest
one to take out of context. The frequency response is used to describe
the audible frequency range that a
loudspeaker can reproduce. Audio
frequencies are measured in Hertz
(Hz) and the theoretical range of
human hearing is generally regarded as being from about 20 Hz (the
very lowest bass tones) through 20
kHz (the very highest treble notes).
It may seem logical to presume that
a loudspeaker capable of reproducing all or more than the audible frequency range would be best. But
this is not the case, so don’t fall into
that trap.
Consider an example where the
frequency response of a bookshelf
speaker is noted in the speciﬁcations
as “55 Hz to 19 kHz”. Note that the
frequency response speciﬁcation
in our example does not include
an amplitude tolerance. Therefore
we cannot be certain if 55 Hz represents the -3 dB point, the -10 dB
point or some other point altogether. Fortunately it is quite common
that an amplitude tolerance will
be noted along with the frequency
response speciﬁcation and it will
often be deﬁned as +/- 3 dB. The

inclusion of an amplitude tolerance in our bookshelf speaker example indicates that the amplitude
of the speaker response relative to
frequencies between 55 Hz and 19
kHz does not deviate by more than
plus or minus 3 dB. To put this
amount of amplitude change into
context relative to our hearing, a
change of 3 dB is generally considered to be barely perceptible. Without an amplitude tolerance one can
only guess as to what the frequency
response means. But even when
the frequency response is put into
context with an amplitude tolerance
the speciﬁcation still does not give
any real indication of how well the
loudspeaker performs. At best, the
frequency response speciﬁcation of
a loudspeaker should only be used
to give a general indication of how
high the treble frequencies will
reach and how low the bass notes
will hit.
To get a better indication of how a
speaker will perform, you will need
to look at Frequency Response plots,
Cumulative Spectral Decay plots
and Impulse Response plots. You
may be able to obtain these from
the speaker manufacturer or ﬁnd
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them as part of a speaker review.
A frequency response plot is
generated by using a calibrated
microphone placed directly in
front of the speakers. The measurements are typically made in
an anechoic chamber (a room with
no reﬂective surfaces). A sample Figure 2: The top part shows a speaker’s Cumulative Spectral Decay (CSD) plot. The
frequency vs. amplitude plot is bottom part shows a speaker’s Impulse Response.
shown in ﬁgure 1. The frequency
sion: time. Examining plots that consid- like a straight line at the back with no
response plot can be used to show
how strongly a loudspeaker reproduces er time will give us a visual indication lines towards the front. The CSD plot in
sound across the frequency range. The of how a loudspeaker responds to a dy- the top part of Figure 2 shows that most
curve will be higher on the plot at fre- namic impulse. For example, consider of the resonance is occurring around 1
quencies where the loudspeaker system a loud thump from a kick drum. When kHz.
plays louder, and lower at frequencies attempting to reproduce this thump the
where the speaker is not as loud. Typi- loudspeaker should start instantly and Finally…
cally a loudspeaker will have variations stop the very instant the kick drum stops
Understanding how to read speak
from 3 to 30 dB, often dropping off making sound. If the bass speaker continues
to
resonate
and
make
sound
after
speciﬁ
cations is important and while the
very rapidly at very low bass and very
the
thump
has
stopped,
the
loudspeaker
speciﬁ
cations
can give you some general
high frequencies. Ideally a perfect freis
not
accurately
reproducing
the
thump
ideas
about
the
loudspeaker, they alone
quency response plot would look like
by
colouring
the
original
sound.
The
cannot
be
used
to
gauge performance. A
a ﬂat line across the entire frequency
range. A frequency response plot that is lower portion of ﬁgure 2 shows a typical frequency response plot could be more
predominately ﬂat will generally repro- measured impulse response. The plot helpful, but it does not consider the
duce all of the musical tones at the same shows that some sound persists after critical element of time. No matter how
level. A ﬂat response plot is generally the impulse input has stopped (i.e. the good you may be at interpreting loudgood, indicating that the loudspeaker speakers resonate and “ring” after the speaker data and CSD plots, this data
was collected in a room free of reﬂecreproduces sound accurately. But since impulse).
In
order
to
get
a
visual
representation
tive surfaces. Thus one should not take
inevitably the response will not be ﬂat
for any speaker, another positive charac- to what extent and at what frequencies speciﬁcations and measurements too
teristic to look for is a smooth response the loudspeaker “ringing” is occurring, a seriously, but rather use them to assist
curve between the amplitude variations. Cumulative Spectral Decay (CSD) plot when looking for a speaker. I use the
A smooth response curve will literally which shows the measured response of speciﬁcations and frequency response
sound more smooth and natural. You a speaker in frequency, amplitude and data to eliminate speakers that will obviwill want to avoid plots that show rapid time is used. In the CSD waterfall plot ously not be satisfactory for me. Once
swings in amplitude across a short span the third axis is time, so the lines closest those are out of the way then I can settle
to you are measurements taken later in down to some careful auditioning and
of frequency.
The frequency response plot however time than the lines further back into the make an informed buying decision.
does not show the critical third dimen- plot. The perfect CSD plot would look
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2011 Salon Son & Image Highlights
Products You Should Deﬁnitely Look at This Year

Suave Kajko
The twenty fourth edition of Salon Son &
Image (www.salonsonimage.com) took
place at the end of March during an unexpectedly warm weekend in Montreal,
Quebec. As last year, the event was held
at the Hilton Bonaventure hotel in the
heart of downtown Montreal. This annual
event provides a fantastic opportunity for
manufacturers, distributors, retailers and
custom installers to showcase and demonstrate their latest products and connect with
members of the industry and media. For
consumers, the show offers an opportunity
to listen to and see hundreds of products,
all under one roof – it is truly an audio
video enthusiasts dream. Thousands of
CANADA HiFi readers attend this show
and it’s always a pleasure to meet some
of you at the event. I am delighted to
make the trip to Montreal every year and
cover as much of the show as possible in
these pages. As in the past, Phil Gold, our
resident audio expert, joined me in covering the show. You can read his article
“2011 Salon Son & Image – Phil Gold’s
Perspective“in the Features section on

www.canadahi.com

www.canadahiﬁ.com.
My exploration of the
show began by visiting the Totem Acoustic room, the closest
room to the CANADA
HiFi display. Totem
always goes above
and beyond what
other exhibitors do to
design the most visually attractive display.
This year was no different and with a new
twist. The focus of
this year’s display
was to introduce visitors to the new Element Series. Totem’s Totem’s Vince Bruzzese demonstrates the new Element series
room was divided into speakers at the 2011 Salon Son & Image.
two sections – one
an upstairs balcony, and displayed graphic
featuring a two-channel demonstration of
animations introducing the new speakers.
the new speakers and the other featuring a
The design of the visual presentation was
gigantic, spectacular ﬁve panel projection
nothing shy of exceptional and left most
wall. The screen, 32 feet wide by 12 feet
viewers staring at the screen in awe. At
tall, was fed by four LCD projectors from
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launch time, the new Element speaker manufacturer Oracle Audio was showcas- was incredibly clean and virtually comrange consisted of three new models: El- ing its new, more affordable Paris range pletely free of image crosstalk. This howement Fire (bookshelf, $5,995), Element of products which at this time contains a ever was depended on the quality of the
Earth (column, passive radiator, $8,995) turntable and a phono stage. The Paris 3D material itself as one of the TVs did
and Element Metal (column, twin woofers, turntable combines the same electronics display noticeable image crosstalk. All
$12,995). These will soon be followed by and motor assembly as the company’s the TVs shown were backlit LED (LCD)
the Element Wood (centre channel) and high-end turntable with a Pro-Ject Audio TVs – there are currently no plans to inthe Element Water (subwoofer) for those 9CC carbon ﬁber arm ($950) and a mov- corporate this 3D tech into plasma TVs (at
who wish to build a multichannel system. ing coil cartridge ($1150). The
The Element Series offers two major tech- turntable itself retails for $3150.
nological advances from Totem. The ﬁrst A complete Paris turntable can
is the 7-inch Torrent hand-assembled driv- be purchased for $5000, a little
er, an evolution of the Torrent driver found less than the sum of its parts.
in the company’s On-Wall speaker series, The turntable’s chassis is conwhich utilizes a revolutionary magnetic structed out of MDF and topped
ﬁeld technology. The second advance- in a deluxe high glossy ﬁnish.
ment is that no crossover parts are used Two different colours of the
in the woofer section. As we’ve come turntable were shown, ﬁnished
to expect from Totem, the new Element in a white and a red. The Paris
Series not only looks gorgeous, it offers phono stage features a matcha performance to match. At the time I vis- ing glossy ﬁnish and a matchited this room, the Element Fire bookshelf ing integrated amp will join
speakers were paired with a Classe Audio the Paris product line-up in the
pre-amp and amps and the source was a future. Kimber Kable showed LG Electronics showed its new generation of 3D
its current product LED (LCD) TVs which use passive 3D technology.
line-up
displayed
on a table which contained ev- least based on what the LG reps told us). I
erything from its attractively found the passive 3D glasses to be much
priced, entry-level products all more comfortable to wear compared to
my Samsung 3D active glasses. The only
the way to the top.
In another room close by, LG thing that I was left wondering was – how
Electronics demonstrated its does the lenticular screen ﬁlter on the TV
latest generation of 3D TVs, affect the quality of the 2D picture? Peravailable in stores now, which haps a review in our test lab is in order.
Plurison, one of Canada’s premier importuse passive 3D glasses technology. This 3D technology uses ers of audio video brands from around the
very affordable passive, polar- world, had several small and large rooms
ized (similar to anti-glare sun- spread throughout the hotel this year. In
The Paris turntable is part of Oracle Audio’s new
glasses) glasses that ﬁlter the the ﬁrst room, Plurison introduced a new
Paris range of components.
image entering each eye. These high-end brand to the Canadian market
glasses are virtually the same called Devialet from Paris, France. DeClasse Audio CD player. Vince Bruzzese, as the ones used in 3D movie theatres. vialet itself is actually a very young brand
founder of Totem, was nice enough to play There are two advantages that this 3D and has recently launched its ﬁrst proda wide selection of music clips for me, technology offers over active 3D systems uct – the D-Premier integrated ampliﬁer
ranging from Ray Lamontagne to Radio- (like those in most other 3D TVs): a ﬂick- ($16,500) aimed at those looking for the
head to even some hip hop. I don’t know er-free image which is much brighter and highest audio performance and minimalist,
how else to say it, but I almost instantly very inexpensive, light weight 3D glasses. designer styling. The D-Premier features
fell in love with the sound. The musical There is however also a downside – the a very special, proprietary ampliﬁer design
details, harmonics, expansive stage and picture resolution is cut in half (540 lines, (2 x 240 watts) which is said to offer the
incredible bass response simply blew me instead of 1080) in order to display a 3D beneﬁts of both analogue and digital amaway. Before leaving the room, I made picture. Although I’m not a fan of the re- pliﬁer designs, at the very highest level of
sure to mention that we would like to re- duced resolution, the demonstration was performance. Something else that makes
view a pair of the Element speakers when in fact quite impressive. The picture had this integrated amp unlike any other amp
available (a review is in the works!)
just the right amount of three dimension- is its incredible versatility –its inputs and
In a nearby room, Oracle Audio and ality, exhibited a great amount of detail, outputs, speaker impedance, phono inputs
Kimber Kable teamed up together to and was completely ﬂicker-free. The vast can all be conﬁgured on the Internet and
display their latest offerings. Canadian majority of the 3D material demonstrated the settings can then be uploaded to the
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Fred Manteghian, Home Theater
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numerous Naim components – at the time I
walked in the presenters were using the new
NDX Network Player
as the music source,
connected to the new
Ovator S-400 loudspeakers ($7000). The
NDX streamed music
from a NAS (Network
Attached
Storage)
drive located at the
back of the room. The
Plurison demonstrating the new Micromega ASduo produced a highly Naim Audio presented its new Ovator S-400 loud400 integrated amplifier, connected to the Focal
detailed sound, with speakers. The tunes were provided by the Naim NDX
Scala loudspeakers.
excellent imaging and Network Player.
ample bass energy.
amp using an SD card. Now that’s what I
The S-400 speaker
call ﬂexibility! I would have been curious utilizes the same technology
to listen to this amp but this room had a implemented in its larger S-600
static display of the amps only.
brother but comes in a smaller
In the adjoining room, Plurison was package, at a more attractive
demonstrating the new Micromega AS- price point.
400 integrated ampliﬁer ($4500) connectAs we’ve come to expect
ed to a pair of Focal Scala Utopia speak- from Audiyo at previous shows,
ers. I have long been a fan of the Focal the company was displaying a
sound and own a pair of the Electra 1008 plethora of high-end audio acBe 2 speakers myself, so the outstanding cessories from Furutech, among
performance of the Scala Utopias was other brands, including cables,
not a surprise to me. What did surprise connectors, accessories and
me pleasantly however was the excellent DIY parts. Their audio presensound of the AS-400 integrated ampliﬁer. tation focused on the recently Nordost ran numerous, engaging demonstrations of
The soundstage had a detailed, pin-point introduced Alpha Design Labs its products and introduced its new Leif Universal
accuracy with the sound reaching far be- GT40 USB DAC which fea- Cable System at this year’s show.
yond the walls of the room. Voices were tures a phono stage, connected
may think that a room full of cable prodcrystal clear and the background was to a pair of Canadian made Klacompletely silent. Something that makes ro speakers. The GT40 is aimed at those ucts wouldn’t be the most interesting place
this ampliﬁer very special is its AirPlay with music collections on their computers to visit but you would be wrong. Nordost
feature which allows iPods, iPhones and who wish to improve the playback quality is one company that truly understands the
iPads to stream music wirelessly to it. In of their digital music. Thanks to its phono power of a proper demonstration and how
fact, the presenter in the room was using stage it can perform high quality trans- to engage its audience in an entertaining
an iPad to select and beam music to the fers from vinyl to a digital format. And it way. During the show the company was
AS-400. I just picked up the iPad 2 myself doesn’t end there – the GT40 also offers running great presentations showing how
recently and would love to see how music a high quality headphone section which its cable and accessory products can implayback integrates between it and an amp offers excellent performance. The GT40 prove a music system’s performance. I sat
like the AS-400.
does an exceptional job at recording vinyl through two presentations – one on Sort
Next, my journey led me to a couple to a digital format – the sound was incred- Kone resonance control devices and one
of other Plurison rooms which focused ibly clean and I wouldn’t be surprised if on a product from Quantum Resonant
on the high-end British brand Naim Au- many were fooled to think that they are Technology, Nordost’s sister company.
dio. The ﬁrst room contained a static dis- listening to a record when playing back The presenter ﬁrst explained what the deplay of the newly introduced FraimLite the digital ﬁle (vinyl crackle is retained vice is designed to do, then played a music
clip without the device in the system and
equipment support system (AV rack), as for authenticity).
well as the UnitiQute (all in one player),
Nordost used this year’s Salon Son & then with it in the system. I have to admit
UnitiServe (music server) and the NaimU- Image to introduce its recently launched that I was pleasantly surprised at just how
niti (all in one player). The second room Leif Universal Cable System for the ﬁrst drastically the sound improved with Sort
offered a music system which consisted of time to the Canadian market. Now, you Kones (ranging from $80 to $450 each,
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depending on the model) in place. These
devices, placed under noisy parts of a
component such as the power supply, disc
mechanism or a phono stage resulted in
a very noticeable improvement: all background noise was virtually eliminated,
the vocals had signiﬁcantly less sibilance,
there was a greater extraction of detail and
the stereo separation was increased. A
similar presentation of the Quantum QX4
device demonstrated that it can also signiﬁcantly improve a system’s sound.
I’ve listened to some really great audio in
the Audio Physic room at past shows and
that’s not a surprise as the speakers demonstrated in the past were the company’s
higher end models. This year, Canadian
distributor Goerner Communication (who
now also distributes Trigon) focused its
efforts on presenting that excellent sound
can be achieved at a much more reasonable price point. The setup in this room
consisted of the Audio Physic Tempo 25
loudspeakers ($6500), the Trigon Energy
integrated ampliﬁer ($5000) and the Trigon CD II disc player ($4500). The total
price of the system came to $16,000. The
Tempo 25 is a special edition of the Tempo
speaker, which celebrates the company’s
25th anniversary. The Tempo 25 utilizes
the HHCM midrange driver and a HHCT
II tweeter borrowed from the Cardeas ﬂagship speaker. The internal structure of the
cabinet has also been modiﬁed. I found
that there was a great synergy between
the Audio Physic speakers and the Trigon
components, both which are designed

and manufactured in Germany. The vo- and vocals sounded very natural. Outside
cals were crystal clear and emanated from of the room, a display was constructed
various locations of the soundstage, which to show Monitor Audio’s SoundFrame
had tremendous width and depth. During in-wall speakers. This in-wall series of
one of the musical selections the system speakers consists of two models, the SF 1
produced a truly three dimensional sound and SF 2, and features closed-cabinet deﬁeld, with sounds coming from all around signs, a high gloss frame (in your choice
me. Overall, I thought that the system of black or white) and a choice of 12 difproduced a very engaging presentation. ferent graphic grilles. Monitor Audio will
Something else that might be attractive also be glad to produce custom grilles if
to potential customers is the fact that you provide them with the art. I listened
the Tempo 25 speakers and the compo- to these speakers for a brief moment but
nents don’t take up a lot of room, hence it was difﬁcult to judge its performance
this complete system would easily ﬁt in given the noise in the hallway.
One of the more exciting things about
smaller rooms.
Canadian distributor Kevro Interna- a show like Salon Son & Image is that
tional used this year’s Salon Son & Image you never really know what you might
to launch the new Monitor Audio Gold stumble upon. It is very entertaining to
GX Series speakers and showcased many see demonstrations of très expensive auother Monitor Audio models, including dio and video systems but at the end of
in-wall speakers. The Gold GX series the day most of us just don’t have enough
draws on some of the technology found in in our wallets to buy this kind of gear on
the high-end Platinum series. Highlights the spot at the show. The good news is
of the new series include a ribbon tweet- that there are tons of smaller ticket items
er, which offers a similar performance to that you can purchase at the show such as
the one used in the Platinum series, new records, CDs, Blu-ray discs, cables and
Monitor Audio C-CAM drivers and a various accessories, including DIY auredesign of the cabinets. Pricing of the dio video parts. An interesting product/
Gold GX series starts at $2000 for a pair tweak that I came by this year is made by
of bookshelf models and goes up to $6000 Toronto-based Audio Sensibility, an audio
for a pair of the ﬂagship ﬂoorstanding video cable maker. The product is called
model. Two centre channel speakers and a grounding device and is said to expand
a subwoofer complete the series, for those an existing audio system’s soundstage
who wish to build a multi-channel system. and present better low level detail. It was
The audio presentation in the Kevro room available at the show for $35 and can now
featured the GX 300 speakers connected be purchased on the company’s website
to Sim Audio’s 700 integrated ampliﬁer at www.audiosensibility.com. The de($12,000) and the 650
CD player ($8000).
These speakers by no
means require such
high-end electronics
to strut their stuff but
the powerful ampliﬁer was a wise choice
given how large this
room was. The GX
300’s offered an expansive soundstage
with pinpoint accuracy, excellent stereo
imaging and dynamics. The highs
Goerner Communication showed that a high quality
Kevro International launched the new Monitor Audio
were exceptionally
audio system can be built on a reasonable budget. Its
Gold GX Series at this year’s event. Look out for
detailed thanks to
setup included Audio Physic Tempo 25 loudspeakers
a review of these in an upcoming issue of CANADA
the ribbon tweeters
and Trigon electronics.
HiFi.
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cess various audio sources such CDRs (high quality compact discs) and
as digital music on the home high quality vinyl. The proof of how this
network (or Network Attached company embraces the latest technology
Storage) or a central CD player. is of course in the ﬂash cards. The ﬂash
For enhanced browsing of your cards contain the album in the WAVE formusic library, the songs can be mat and also include album cover art, an
selected through an attractive information booklet, a XML ﬁle with all
graphic interface on any TV in track names, an ISRC code and the Fithe house, the Control4 key- delio catalogue in PDF format. The idea
pads or iPhones/iPods/iPads. behind the ﬂash cards is to provide music
An affordable audio tweak: Audio Sensibility was
The fourth room presented a that has not been altered by any moving
offering the above grounding device for $35 from its couple of high tech solutions part, from the original recording session
booth at the show.
that can conceal a TV when not to your audio system. Fidelio records all
in
use – one was behind a pic- sessions on a SSD drive and later, uploads
vice comes in two different versions, one
designed to connect to loudspeakers and ture frame where the painting canvas rolls the unadulterated master directly to the
one designed to connect to audio compo- down in front of the TV with the push of a ﬂash card. The cards are designed to connents. Steven Huang, the owner of Audio button on a remote, the other was a wood- nect to a computer or digital music server
Sensibility, provided me with the speaker en cabinet with a motorized cradle which for playback at home. The end result is
version to try at home after the show. The slides the TV down into the cabinet with nothing shy of remarkable. I listened to
grounding device is a pair of short cables a single button. The focus of the ﬁnal a couple Fidelio tracks in different rooms
designed to connect to the negative posts room was to demonstrate the various op- at Salon Son & Image – and I swear that
on the speakers, terminated with a spade tions for lighting, climate and
connector on one end and a rubber cap on window drapery/blind controls.
the other end. I will post a mini-review of All of these keypads are availthe device on our website once I’ve had a able in both wired and wireless
versions. Although we didn’t
chance to try it out.
And just when I thought that the show get into a detailed discussion
couldn’t get any better, I walked into the about the pricing of the various
very large room occupied by Sonxplus, components, the salesperson
a Montreal-based audio video retailer/ did tell me that the Control4
custom installer chain. The focus of its controllers start at about $1000,
display was to introduce visitors to the while the wireless keypads go
realm of home automation and just how for about $160 each. I would
affordable and easy to install these prod- imagine that these price points
ucts have become. Sonxplus designed should make home automation
a display unlike any other that I’ve ever pretty attractive to many audio Just one of the several zones presented in the large
seen at a show – its large room was di- video enthusiasts.
Another very interesting Sonxplus setup. This room showed some clever ways
vided up into ﬁve zones. The ﬁrst zone
to conceal a TV when not in use.
was a home theatre featuring a Sharp 3D company which I came across
projector and a 7.1-channel KEF speaker at this year’s show was Monsystem. In the same room, there was an treal-based Fidelio Musique
AV rack which contained all of the AV Inc., a unique, new generation
components and the brain of the home recording company which speautomation system, the Control4 control- cializes in classical and jazz
ler (or central hub). The second room music and embraces digital
showed three different video zones (meant technology like no other. Its
to represent the living room, dining room goal is to record music as accuand a bedroom). Here, the idea was to rately as possible by employing
show that thanks to a whole home system an experienced team of audio
you could send a different video source to specialists and top notch reeach TV or the same source to all three. cording equipment. All of FiThe same room also displayed a number delio’s recordings are available
of home security cameras and keypads, all on CDs and credit card-sized
of which can be accessed from any TV in USB ﬂash drives (96 kHz/24- Grant Fidelity prides itself on offering great soundthe house. The third room demonstrated bit or 176 kHz/24-bit). Some ing components and speakers at affordable price
a multi-room audio system which can ac- are also available on master points.
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these were some of the highest ﬁdelity re- in-depth listening test because there were switching between sources. The visuals
cordings I’ve ever heard. You can browse too many conversations taking place in were provided by a JVC D-ILA projector
Fidelio’s music catalogue online at www. the room. Another component on demon- with an anamorphic lens, projecting onto
ﬁdeliomusique.com.
stration in this room was a wireless DAC a gigantic screen. When I walked into the
In another room, audio component from Consonance, which is capable of room, the presentation consisted of clips
maker Raysonic, its products designed playing 96kbps/24-bit ﬁles streamed from from Inception and Burlesque on Blu-ray.
in Canada and manufactured in China, a USB transmitter that’s connected to any The action clip from Inception contained
showed just how far its products have computer in the house. Rachel of Grant a mishmash of sound effects including a
evolved since the company’s inception. Fidelity pointed out that this DAC can be train ripping through the pavement, heavy
The audio setup in this room consisted of used to create a multi-room audio system rain, gun shots and screaming car enRaysonic Reference 26 tube monoblock without having to run any wires between gines – all accompanied by the backdrop
power amps ($16,500), the Reference 2 rooms. Visitors of the room were offered of the soundtrack. The Viva Utopias had
tube preamp ($17,000), the CD 228 tube a chance to listen to the system through no problems sorting through the layers of
CD player ($4200) and Revolver Cygnis Grant Fidelity RBS-1 bookshelf speakers sound. Each effect was reproduced with
speakers ($17,000). I’ve always very ($2,200) or Shengya V518 ﬂoorstanders the outmost clarity and realism and exmuch enjoyed Raysonic’s design aes- ($2,800). Other gear that stood out in isted in its own space, and it all amounted
thetics - most components are housed in this room were Jungson’s new Hedo se- to a thrilling presentation. This is exactly
a brushed aluminium chassis with neatly ries components, which offer styling that what being thrown into the middle of the
rounded corners, and I appreciate the ad- looks conspicuously similar to my Class action should feel like! The sound had
ditional design cues found in the Refer- Audio components. The Hedo is Junson’s amazing detail, played with incredible dyence series. I’ve listened to a number of new entry-level series and as you’d expect namics and phenomenal bass. The musiRaysonic components in the past, I even these components don’t cost anywhere cal clip from Burlesque demonstrated that
owned one of its integrated amps, and can near what Classe components retail for the Viva Utopia speakers were capable of
say with conﬁdence that the performance (each component is priced under $1600).
world class audio performance in a multiof its components has matured signiﬁAs mentioned above, Plurison - the channel system. They created a truly
cantly. While listening to some classical North American distributor of many ﬁne three dimensional soundstage and a hyper
music, I found the system in this room to brands such as Cambridge Audio, Fo- realistic environment of the original perdeliver an engaging, emotionally stimu- cal, Micromega, Naim, Rega, Martin Lo- formance. The presentation left a smile
lating performance. The sound was warm, gan - had several different demonstration on my face that lasted at least a couple of
dynamic and detailed and the soundstage rooms at the show which I visited earlier days.
was grandiose in both width and depth.
during my show exploration. I didn’t visit
I hope that you enjoyed this year’s covThere is no shortage of wonderful prod- Plurison’s last room until the last day of erage of Salon Son & Image and hope to
ucts to see at the show every year, albeit the show because a part of me was hoping see you at the Toronto Audio Video Entermany of them costing a pretty penny. to save the best for last. As in previous tainment Show (TAVES) this September
However there is one Canadian company years, Plurison’s largest room focused on in Toronto. For more details, please visit
that prides itself on catering to those with showcasing the Focal speaker brand from www.taveshow.com.
a modest budget who would like to enjoy France. On demonstration
high quality audio. That company is Grant this time around were the
Fidelity. In addition to manufacturing Viva Utopia speakers, the
products under the Grant Fidelity name, latest addition to the Utothe company also distributes numerous pia III speaker range. The
Chinese brands including Shengya, Jung- Viva Utopia ($25,000/pair)
son, Consonance and Shuguang. Its large is a sophisticated threeshowroom at Salon Son & Image featured way, audiophile speaker
loads of solid state and tube based compo- designed for multi-channel
nents, in addition to a number of speaker sound systems, although it
models. The star of the show in this room will be just as glad to play
was the recently introduced Grant Fidelity in a stereo system. The
W-30GT integrated tube ampliﬁer with a speaker is available in both
built-in phono stage ($2500). The W30- vertical and horizontal (cenGT will be glad to accept all analogue and tre channel) conﬁgurations
digital sources, offers a highly tweak-able, and should be placed on a
modular design and promises to deliver short speaker stand. The Plurison usually runs one of the best home theatre demperformance that will rival many higher speakers were connected onstrations at the show and this year was no different.
priced amps. Yes, the W-30GT did in to Sim Audio’s electronics With Focal Utopia III loudspeakers, Sim Audio electronfact pump out great sound for a reason- and various video sources ics, a JVC projector and a gigantic screen, what more
ably priced amp, although I couldn’t do an were used to allow quick could you ask for?
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Paradigm Reference MilleniaOne 5.0 Speakers
and MilleniaSub Subwoofer

Suave Kajko
Let’s face it – most music lovers and
movie buffs would like to own a set of
full size speakers because they realize
the beneﬁts that large speaker enclosures
bring to the performance table. If you’re
anything like me, you’d be quick to place
full size speakers in every room in your
house. But reality and signiﬁcant others dictate otherwise. Sensibly, smaller
spaces require compact speakers. Today,
the market is ﬂooded with such lifestyle
speaker systems. If you’re shopping for a
compact speaker system simply by looks,
then you’ve got a lot to choose from. But
if you appreciate good quality sound, the
pool of compact speaker systems becomes

www.canadahi.com

very small. So how do you know what’s
good? Don’t panic – read reviews! And
don’t buy anything that you can’t ﬁnd reviews of, there’s very likely a reason for
that.
Paradigm offers a number of smart looking, attractively priced compact speaker
packages in its Cinema series, but this review isn’t about one of them. This review
is about Paradigm’s latest effort to produce
the highest quality sound possible from
small speakers. The result is the introduction of the MilleniaOne series, the latest
addition to the highly respected Paradigm
Reference line. The MilleniaOne system
is available in two conﬁgurations – the

MilleniaOne 2.0 ($549), a two-channel
speaker package, and the MilleniaOne 5.0
($1,349), a ﬁve speaker surround package. A matching MilleniaSub subwoofer
is available for $1,499.
For this review, we asked Paradigm
to send us the MilleniaOne 5.0 package
along with the MilleniaSub subwoofer, a
system designed for both music and home
theatre applications. The MilleniaOne 5.0
system consists of ﬁve identical speakers: two for the front L/R, a centre channel (placed horizontally) and two for the
surround L/R. Despite what some might
think, using identical speakers in a surround system is actually very desirable as
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it allows the system to achieve the most
uniform sound. Such a system is often not
possible with full size speakers in most
rooms due to space limitations but it is
certainly possible with a compact speaker
system.
Each MilleniaOne is a 2-way speaker,
with its drivers crossed over at 2.2 kHz.
The high frequencies are produced by
Paradigm’s 25 mm (1 inch) S-PAL satinanodized pure-aluminum dome driver,
which offers a powerful motor structure
and an oversized magnet. The mid and
bass frequencies come from a 102 mm (4
inch) S-PAL satin-anodized pure-aluminum dome driver. The MilleniaOne has
a frequency response rated
from 120 Hz to 20 KHz (±2
dB), a sensitivity of 89 dB
(in room) and an impedance of 8 ohms. Paradigm
recommends driving the
MilleniaOne with an ampliﬁer that has a power rating
between 15 and 100 watts.
The vented enclosure is
constructed out of die-cast
aluminum and has an integrated chassis and bafﬂe.
Each MilleniaOne speaker measures a comfortable
19.5 cm high x 11.5 cm
wide x 14.5 cm deep (7-3/4
in x 4-1/2 in x 5-3/4 in).
The oblong-shaped cabinet
combined with the overlapping drivers
gives the MilleniaOne a very clean and
distinct appearance. Paradigm gives you a
choice of two ﬁnishes for the MilleniaOne,
a high gloss black and a high gloss white.
I was provided with the glossy black set
for this review which looked gorgeous in
my living room.
The MilleniaSub subwoofer is also part
of Paradigm’s Reference series and offers
the company’s ‘cost no object’ technology. It has a refreshingly unique design
which aims to produce outstanding bass
and allows for incredibly ﬂexible placement options. Its back-to-back bipolar
dual woofer design helps to physically
cancel vibrations and greatly reduces
resonances. Each of the reinforced polymer woofer cones measures 35.5 cm x 7.6
cm (14 in x 3 in), has a corrugated Santoprene surround and a 2.5 cm (1 in) voicecoil. The MilleniaSub uses Paradigm’s
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Ultra-Class-D power ampliﬁer capable of
pumping out 300 watts RMS of power, or
900 watts peak. Its connection panel offers a line-level input designed to accept a
signal from an AV receiver or processor’s
subwoofer output. The only other connections on the unit are for power and a
mini USB jack for those who wish to use
the Perfect Bass Kit (PBK) room correction system (sold separately for $109) to
achieve optimal sound from the subwoofer. The controls are also kept to a minimal
in the subwoofer’s design, there are just
three dials for the subwoofer level, cut-off
frequency and phase on one of the sides of
the subwoofer.

The MilleniaSub is roughly the size
of a typical briefcase, measuring 13.75
cm high x 46.5 cm wide x 35.5 cm deep
(5-1/2 in x 18-3/8 in x 14 in). Its compact dimensions and oblong shape should
make it exceptionally simple to place in
just about any room. It can stand vertically beside a TV stand, in the corner of
the room, beside a couch or it can be wall
mounted. Turned horizontally, it can even
sit underneath the couch, provided that the
couch sits on its legs high enough off the
ﬂoor. And to further simplify the setup,
the MilleniaSub has a built-in wireless
receiver, which eliminates the need for
running a long subwoofer cable, when
used with the separately sold PT-2 Wireless Transmitter ($159). The subwoofer is
available in both black and white ﬁnishes
but unlike the glossy MilleniaOne speakers, it has a satin ﬁnish.
The MilleniaOne speakers come sup-

plied with small stands which allow them
be placed on any ﬂat surface, like a shelf
or a table. Wall mounts are also provided.
Matching ﬂoor stands were not available
at the time this review was written but
of course any ﬂoor speaker stands will
work. I attached the provided stands to
my review set and placed them atop my
own 28 inch tall ﬂoor speaker stands. The
MilleniaSub stood comfortably in a vertical position on the ﬂoor, between my TV
stand and a sidewall couch. Power and
processing was provided by my new Anthem MRX 500 AV receiver and the source
was my reference Cambridge Audio Azur
650BD universal Blu-ray player. Prior to
my review session, I ran the
MRX 500’s Anthem Room
Correction (ARC) system,
which in my opinion is one
of the best room correction
systems out there today.
I started my evaluation
by listening to a selection
of two-channel CDs and
multi-channel
SACDs.
The Johhny Cash “American IV: The Man Comes
Around” CD, played in
stereo, proved to be a good
place to start. On all of the
tracks that I listened to, the
guitars played with the richness of real guitars. The
midrange was so clean that I
could clearly tell what strumming pattern
was used and the picking of individual
strings sounded true to life. The sound of
each note decayed as naturally as if I was
playing the guitar myself. With tracks
that have low bass notes, the low frequencies blended perfectly smoothly with
the mids and highs. Tracks like “Bridge
Over Troubled Water” added a few additional layers to the audio, including Fiona
Apple’s vocals, a piano and an accordion.
On a lesser speaker system the accordion
mighty easily be mistaken for keyboards
but here it sounded distinctly like an accordion. Johnny Cash’s bass-baritone
voice sounded rich and natural, with the
system reproducing all of the subtle vocal
characteristics. Throughout my listening
tests, I tried several more CDs ranging
from the Ben Harper & the Innocent Criminals “Live From Mars” album to Beastie
Boys’ “Hot Sauce Committee Part 2.” Re-
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gardless of what genre of music I sent at
the MilleniaOne system, I was presented
with a great sound. The soundstage was
surprisingly large and offered an ample
amount of air, given the diminutive size
of the speakers. The MilleniaOne speakers played superbly throughout the entire midrange, producing a clean, neutral
sound. After listening to several tracks
in the stereo mode, I switched the MRX
500 receiver to the Anthem Logic: Music
mode which produced a very enjoyable,
enveloping multi-channel sound. I’m not
even a big fan of artiﬁcial surround modes
but this one seemed to hit the spot.
Stepping it up to discrete multi-channel sound, I reached for the Dire Straits:
Brothers In Arms SACD, a very well recorded album which makes an exemplary
use of the surround channels. The MilleniaOne speakers produced a wonderfully
balanced sound ﬁeld with highly dynamic
tracks like “So Far Away”. The midrange
sounded full and neutral, while the highs
sparkled with delicate details. While listening to “Money For Nothing”, the speakers laid out a 360 degree sonic landscape
that stretched far and wide in all directions,
with drum beats dancing all around the listening position. The MilleniaSub belted
out surprisingly deep, lighting quick low
frequencies with proper articulation, some
of which I literally felt.
Satisﬁed with their musical performance,
I armed myself with several Blu-ray discs
and began my barrage of home theatre
tests. First on the platter was Tron: Legacy on Blu-ray 3D, a recent favourite for
both audio and video component evaluation. Aside from offering jaw-dropping
3D visuals, this ﬁlm is accompanied by a
truly stimulating DTS-HD Master Audio
soundtrack. Produced by Daft Punk, the
soundtrack does a tremendous job of creating sonic landscapes perfectly tailored
to each scene and environment. There are
loads of low frequency passages and futuristic, out of this world effects. The surround channels are used consistently and
effectively throughout the movie. From
the very ﬁrst moment the system began
playing audio, my auditory senses were
aroused. The 360 degree envelopment of
the sound was undeniable and completely seamless. Whether a spaceship was
rumbling across the soundstage or a light
disc was bouncing from wall to wall, the
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sound traversed with perfect smoothness From the quiet passages to the sonically
between the channels. The MilleniaOne intensive ones, the compact MilleniaOne
speakers served up a beautifully trans- speakers blended ﬂawlessly with the Milparent sound, without ever attracting my leniaSub. And those of you who really like
attention to one particular speaker. The to turn up the volume dial, should be hapcentre channel delivered detailed, natu- py to know that these speakers will play
ral dialogue during both slower and ac- as loud as you like, without straining or
tion ﬁlled sequences. The audio delivery reaching their limits. Sonically, the Milwas exceptionally clean and full sounding, leniaOne speakers are the most dynamic
given the size of the speakers. And the compact speakers I’ve had the pleasure of
bass – it was simply killer. It played with listening to since I began reviewing audio/
the depth, tightness and articulation that I video gear.
thought until now was possible only from
Once in a while a product comes along
much larger subwoofers. There were no that is such a pleasure to test that the resigns of strain nor did I once hear boomy view practically writes itself – this Parabass. By the end of this Tron: Legacy I digm Reference system is precisely such a
felt that the MilleniaSub had deﬁnitely product. When full size speakers are not
justiﬁed its $1499 price tag. How could an option, the MilleniaOne 5.0 speakers
a subwoofer so compact play this well? and the MilleniaSub will satisfy discernSmoke and mirrors? I don’t think so – ing music listeners and home theatre buffs
surely this must be a case of well applied alike. The MilleniaOne 5.0 speakers comengineering. The MilleniaSub is a truly bine gorgeous styling with outstanding
remarkable performer that is ideal for performance in the compact speaker class.
rooms where a much larger, conventional At $1349, you might be hard pressed to
ﬁnd another compact speaker system that
subwoofer simply wouldn’t ﬁt.
Next up, I watched The Green Hornet delivers so much sonic performance. The
on Blu-ray 3D. If my parents left behind MilleniaSub is also a great looker and
a publishing empire, I would probably do thanks to its design and size, it is one of
exactly the same thing as funnyman Seth very few subwoofers on the market to offer
Rogan – ﬁnd a sidekick that knows how to such ﬂexibility of placement. Better yet
slow down time and ﬁght, design a couple this subwoofer will surprise most listeners
of insect costumes and ﬁght crime. It’s with its extraordinary performance. The
a simple comic book recipe really. Dur- only potential stumbling stone for coning the ﬁrst few chapters I once again ob- sumers might be the subwoofer’s $1499
served the clarity of the character voices. price tag. But don’t worry, for those on
The MilleniaOne speakers conveyed the a tighter budget Paradigm says that its
rich characteristics and tones of all the conventional, 10-inch SE Sub ($879) is
character voices and reproduced the most also a great companion for the Milleniasubtle nuances. The breaking of glass One speakers. I give my seal of approval
and smashing of cars sounded genuinely to both the MilleniaOne speakers and the
real (yes, I’ve been in a few car accidents MilleniaSub.
to know exactly what they should sound
like). Then were the action sequences
quickinfo
which demanded some heavy bottom end
frequencies which the MilleniaSub was
more than happy to deliver. There were
Paradigm Electronics
punches, bullets, explosions and rumbling
www.paradigm.com
engines. The MilleniaSub not only played
(905) 362-0958
thundering bass notes, it did so with control and ﬁnesse. These action scenes can
Paradigm Reference MilleniaOne
sound overwhelming or harsh on lower
5.0 Speakers
quality speakers but that was never the
Price: $1,349 CAD
case here. If I had to pick a couple of favourite scenes from this movie they would
Paradigm Reference MilleniaSub
be when the heroes were shooting bean
Subwoofer
bags at bad guys and blowing up a red
Price: $1,499 CAD
light camera with a car-mounted rocket.
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productreview
Samsung UN55D8000 55-inch LED (LCD) Smart TV

Mike Osadciw
It is said that when a species evolves, it
does so to compete in the environment in
which it lives for the purpose of survival.
The weaker species becomes extinct and
through natural selection, the stronger
and smarter species remain in successive
generations. While this applies to the biological world, it can be equally applied to
electronics. Over the past several years,
televisions have seen increased competition from their much smaller, faster, and
smarter computer cousins when vying for
consumers’ entertainment time. It seems,
despite their smaller screens, computerbased technologies are winning the time
of the younger generations. The televi-
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sion, as a stand-alone electronic entertainment device, could face extinction.
Not to be put on the endangered species
list, TVs are undergoing their own sort of
evolution in order to survive in this new
age of social networking and applicationbased entertainment. In an effort to become stronger, smarter, and more complex, Samsung has introduced the Smart
TV to its 2011 line-up. Not only do consumers have excellent image quality capability in the 6, 7, and 8-series Samsung
displays, but they have access to the TV’s
Smart Hub which allows for advanced
movie, photo, and music entertainment all
through the television. Internet surﬁng is a
breeze through a built-in web browser and
a TV App Store is available for applica-

tions optimised for television usage. With
the addition of social networking, the TV
becomes a much more interactive experience for those who demand it. Welcome
to the new digital television community.
The topic of this review is the Samsung UN55D8000 LED (LCD) Smart TV
($3,499). There are no surprises in the appearance department: this TV is slim and
sexy in design and the picture frame has
virtually no borders. The image is displayed right out to the edges with only a
razor-thin surround to keep the set together. The back panel has 4 HDMI inputs, 3
USB, 1 D-sub PC in, 1 terrestrial/cable RF
in, 1 Ethernet, and several mini jacks for
composite, component, and audio ins and
outs. I’m not a fan of mini-jacks but they
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productreview
are necessary to keep the TV below its
3 cm depth. For the best picture quality
from a variety of standard and high deﬁnition signals and sources, it is best to use
the HDMI input on the TV and feed other
signals though an external video switcher/
processor such as an A/V receiver/preamp
or a dedicated external video processor. If
table mounting, Samsung includes a shiny
silver base that is very reﬂective in the
dark. Between the base and the TV is the
manufacturer’s name that is illuminated.
As cool as this may seem at ﬁrst, it is possible to adjust the brightness of the illumination and turn it off altogether.
The big push this year is the addition of
Samsung’s Smart TV Smart Hub, which
effectively turns the television into a computer device. With its Ethernet or wireless
connection, the goal is to move people’s
web and computer-based entertainment
out of the ofﬁce or bedroom and into
the living room where it can be enjoyed
on a larger screen. Having the capability of surﬁng the Internet, use of applications such as Facebook and Twitter, being
able to watch Video on Demand, as well
as being able to access a large amount of
apps from the App Store, are all beneﬁts
of the Smart TV. Downloaded movies
and pictures can be viewed from a USB
memory drive, USB HDD and other compatible DLNA devices through Samsung’s
Allshare technology. With this TV’s evolution to a computer-based machine, the
remote control effectively becomes a
keyboard. Thus, the remote control has
changed this year; it’s thicker, a bit shorter, heavier, and double sided. On the one
side is a standard remote layout – channel keypad, menu, etc. On the reverse is
a fully functional wireless QWERTY keyboard and display. As a result, this side
is slanted for comfort when typing while
using the Smart TV interactive features
(thicker at the top and thinner at the bottom). When using the remote for standard
TV viewing, its unbalanced design is awkward to hold. If using a universal remote
or an iPad to control a variety of devices
in the system, this won’t be an issue and
thus the remote would only be used for the
Smart TV functions.
Fear not – those uninterested in Smart
TV do not need to use it. It’s not a mandatory viewing access point at this time and
the TV can be used in a traditional way for
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cable, satellite, and Blu-ray viewing. For and vertical directions. Some may see it,
the common TV viewer, the UN55D8000 some may not.
has several image quality presets all of
The UN55D8000 has true 3D capabilwhich can be customized on a per input ity with compatible Blu-ray and satellite
basis. With the Dynamic picture mode devices. It can also convert 2D content to
as the exception, all other modes can be 3D content if so desired. The television
calibrated with the use of advanced pic- comes with one pair of glasses with others
ture quality settings in the television’s sold separately.
sub-menus. The graphical design of the
Out-of-the-box, the TV came in the
menu has advanced this year giving on- “Standard” picture preset, factory adjusted
screen explanations of what each image to adhere to California state law, requiradjustment does to the picture so there is ing televisions to be power-consumption
no need to refer to the manual when cus- friendly. As a result, the image was dim
tomizing the picture.
to reduce power consumption, tinted blue
Being an LED-LCD television, it has a to give the impression of a much “whiter”
slightly slow response time resulting in a white, and had low gamma to brighten up
bit of blur with moving images – it’s the the midrange of the TV. When viewing
nature of the technology. Samsung has a the montage of images on the Spears and
few image adjustments that allow this to Munsil High Deﬁnition Benchmark Blube reduced although with some side ef- ray before testing, I could tell that the TV
fects which some people may or may not had plenty of room to impress.
notice. The LED Motion Plus feature will
Before making any picture adjustments,
somewhat reduce light output (the picture I spent a good deal of time viewing the
will appear a bit dimmer) and the Auto television using the various picture preMotion Plus feature (with 4 selectable op- sets. After spending a couple of mornings
tions), when activated, gives some select watching Morning Live on over-the-air
frame-rate based material a sped-up home CHCH (HD) in the “Standard” preset, I
video look. When watching television, wasn’t overly impressed with the image
some commercials and programs were af- quality. For bars, stores and airports that
fected and some were not, suggesting that compete with sunlight or bright lighting,
the feature is selectively applied depend- the “Dynamic” preset could be a good
ing on the incoming frame rates. When a choice but you certainly don’t want to use
preset is applied, the feature occasionally this mode at home. The “Movie” mode
skips a few frames looking like a “jump” produced the best preset picture, although
in the video. My preference, despite the I highly recommend some form of picture
bit of motion blur native to LED-LCD adjustment even in this mode.
televisions, was to leave these features
For the purpose of this review, a basic
off.
calibration using the Spears and Munsil
A common drawback with LCD televi- High Deﬁnition Benchmark Blu-ray put
sions is the higher black level compared the TV in the ballpark of a better image.
to that of plasma. Samsung succeeded in To read my comments about picture qualreducing this problem by controlling the ity after performing a full calibration of
light output at various points on the televi- this TV, please visit the “LCD Flat Panel
sion with the Smart LED function. With Displays” forum at www.canadahiﬁ.com/
the feature set to OFF, the panel suffered forum. My preference was to turn on the
from grayish blacks and cloudy patches Smart LED feature and there was plenty
of white in dark scenes. With Smart LED of light output when the backlight was set
turned ON (my preferred setting), black correctly. The image was much brighter,
levels deepened without a signiﬁcant three dimensional and sharper. The ﬁrst
loss of detail. The only side effect was Blu-ray that I watched was True Blood:
that black levels varied across the screen Season 3. I started watching this series
depending on how bright various parts on in the second season and was immediately
the image were. It’s completely possible hooked. The UN55D8000 did not disapfor black to be ultra dark on the left side point while watching a marathon of these
of the screen but grayish on the right side. episodes. In a world where vampires
Because of this zoning, I noticed several and humans co-exist and interact, it’s no
thin lines sectioning in both the horizontal surprise that many of these episodes take
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place at night. These scenes are great in drag at the saloon and the drunk, dis- ters) was much lower than I remember
tests to evaluate localized LED black gustingly sweaty men try a little too hard. from last year’s Samsungs.
level control. With Smart LED turned The scene makes Yukon’s Diamond Tooth
Testing the 2D to 3D conversion capabilon, the Samsung dropped its black level Gerties a palace! Skin tones appeared to ity, I was impressed how the Samsung was
when needed without any noticeable loss have appropriate saturation compared to able to turn Maverick, a 2D Blu-ray image,
of detail. I veriﬁed this while watching last year’s Samsung LED models, which into a picture with increased depth when
the same scene with the feature turned off. were a bit pale in comparison.
using the glasses. During the scene when
For example, when Eric and Lafayette
The noticeable improvement with this Bret Maverick reveals his poker skills to
were driving at night after a botched deal year’s panel is that it can ﬁnally show a the players, I was surprised to see the adof selling True Blood, certain shots had fully saturated red. In previous years, the ditional depth between Mel Gibson and
the characters’ faces illuminated by the Samsung panels displayed red less satu- Jody Foster as they exchanged glances
panel while the surroundings outside the rated than the HDTV red point making and wits. Much like the effects of human
car were black as night. With the Smart some skin tones pale. This year’s Sam- vision, the background of the bar was out
LED feature turned off, the surroundings sung LED can display all colours at proper of focus yet our focus on the characters
appeared dark gray instead of a deep black. saturation, hue and intensity (after a full was razor sharp and stood in front of the
The result of turning on Smart LED was a calibration anyway).
surroundings. The illusion became less
much greater contrast ratio within a scene
I spent a little less time with 3D view- of a gimmick when I realized there was a
– a great difﬁculty for LED-based displays. ing as I’m somewhat sensitive to its ef- greater sense of realism to the image.
Since the contrast ratio was much better fects; the health warnings posted on the
To see the full resolution of 2D video
on the part of the screen where the Smart TV before 3D viewing are for the small and to get the immersive experience of
LED is operating, the visual depth of the part of the population (like me) that can 3D, I recommend a viewing distance of
program was increased signiﬁcantly and feel a bit dizzy or nauseated when watch- 6 to 9 feet for this TV. Further distances
the white patches of cloudiness common ing motion through active glasses. Active are certainly possible, but like any TV, the
to LCD were eliminated. A deep black glasses are different from the passive 3D smallest details of 1080p will become less
level is what all TVs should be aiming for glasses found in movie theatres because noticeable.
and the Samsung is no slouch with its at- they must sync to the television to create
The Samsung UN55D8000 has weltempt. Vampires now literally appear out the 3D effect. As a result, when looking comed improvements in picture quality
of the dark!
through the glasses the image is tinted and over the previous year. The TV’s wider
I watched a few other Blu-ray titles such needs to be calibrated separately from the dynamic range with the Smart LED funcas Wild Wild West and Maverick. After 2D picture mode, a task which can be ac- tion turned on, bright white capability, and
making a quick colour adjustment with complished with a proper calibration.
accurate HDTV colour makes it a strong
the disc in the “Movie” picture mode, the
I ﬁrst put in one of my favourite 3D contender in the LED television category.
television was able to show subtle dif- titles, Under the Sea, and was absolutely With the addition of the suite of Smart TV
ferences between colours of these ﬁlms, impressed at how native 3D content can features, the QWERTY remote control,
whereas it was not as pronounced in the make such an impact for entertainment. and the many apps available for the most
“Standard” picture mode. True Blood has With the beautiful corals exhibiting tre- social-minded, there’s a good chance that
a very vibrant colour palette at times forc- mendous detail and the ﬁsh swimming natural selection will make the Samsung a
ing the viewer to focus on certain items right up to my face, the UN55D8000 preferred option for consumers.
in the video frame (pale faces and deep made me feel like I was the diver capturred blood). Wild Wild West and Maver- ing these great IMAX images in this very Mike Osadciw is a THX/ISF Professional
ick, both “western” comedy ﬁlms have an large and unknown underwater world. In Video Calibrator with The Highest
intended older appearance with a slightly contrast, IMAX Hubble is a 3D title that Fidelity - (905) 730-5996,
muted colour palette and a sepia tone. The makes the viewer feel very small in this info@thehighestfidelity.com,
cast of brown is dominant in the image massive universe we live in. With the www.thehighestfidelity.com
whether in a town, in bars, or when Mel Hubble telescope’s high resolution imGibson is hung from a tree, with his hands ages mixed with computer interpretations,
tied behind him and having the fate of his there are several scenes where the viewer
quickinfo
life resting in his four legged horse friend. travels through space to galaxies we’ve
The sky is mildly blue bringing attention never dreamed of travelling to. What’s
to Maverick’s distraught state of mind. amazing is the trip out to the edge of the
Samsung Electronics
Will Smith’s comedy Wild Wild West has known universe where galaxies are old
www.samsung.ca
a similar colour tone although because of and distorted in shape. The UN55D8000
1-800-726-7864
its modern and western day mix, it tends showed unparalleled 3D clarity with this
to be a bit more diverse in its range of space travel with equal deﬁnition edge-toSamsung UN55D8000
colours. The Samsung was able to show edge on the panel. Overall, I found that
55-inch 3D LED (LCD) TV
the bold makeup colouring in the hilarious image crosstalk (which appears as faint
Price: $3,499 CAD
Kevin Kline scene when he’s dressed up double lines around objects and charac-
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Samsung PN59D8000 59-inch 3D Plasma Smart TV
Suave Kajko
It’s no secret that Canadians spend a lot of
time on the Internet. We love to Google
anything and everything, and many of
us can’t seem to get enough of social
networking. Not so long ago, we were
limited to accessing the web on computers in our homes and ofﬁces. But thanks
to rapidly advancing technology, we can
now surf the net just about anywhere – on
a smart phone, tablet or laptop (with the
addition of an Internet stick) and even a
video game system like the PS3. Today,
Internet connectivity is playing an increasingly important role in the evolution
of home entertainment components.
Blu-ray players have offered Internetbased ﬁrmware updates and additional
content through BD-Live for some time smoother images regardless of how fast
now. Many TVs now connect to the In- they are moving. The most signiﬁcant
ternet to offer additional content in the picture upgrade touted by Samsung in this
form of apps, much like the ones on your new 8000 Series is the achievement of a
smart phone and ﬁrmware updates. TV much deeper black level thanks to the immanufacturers refer to their latest Internet- provement of the company’s Real Black
enabled models as “smart” or “connected” Filter technology. The 51-inch model is
said to offer a black level that is about
TVs.
One of the manufacturers paving the twice as deep as last year’s 50-inch modpath for Internet-enabled TVs is Samsung, el, while the 59 and 64 inch models offer
with its 2011 line-up of Smart TVs. This an even deeper black. As with the 2010
spring, the company sent us its latest top- generation of Samsung TVs, this set uses
of-the-line 8000 Series plasma TV, the active 3D technology to produce the 3D
PN59D8000 ($3,199), which offers a 59- picture. In addition to 3D playback, like
inch, 1080p screen along with 3D func- all Samsung 3D sets, this one can convert
tionality. Samsung has also added two 2D content to 3D.
Video inputs on the back of the TV inother new models to the 8000 Series: the
51-inch PN51D8000 ($2,499) and the 64- clude 4 HDMI (1.4a), 1 component video,
inch PN64D8000 ($3,999). The 8000 se- 1 composite video and 1 VGA. There is
ries uses much of the same technology ﬁrst also an Ethernet port, although the TV inintroduced in last year’s 8000 3D plasma cludes a built-in wireless LAN card. Two
TVs including the 3D HyperReal Engine, USB inputs allow USB ﬂash drives and
responsible for the colour reproduction external hard drives to connect to the TV.
and processing of 2D and 3D images, the The PN59D8000 has a depth of just 1.5
Clear Image Panel, which eliminates the inches and a very thin bezel, which has
production of dual images and produces a been decreased by 1 inch all around comconsistent image from any angle by using pared to last year’s model. A swivel stand
a ﬁlm ﬁlter instead of glass, Samsung’s allows the TV to be angled to the left or
Mega DCR (Dynamic Contrast Ratio) and right, which is a must-have in my living
600Hz Subﬁeld Motion, which produces room and rarely found in TVs of this size.
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I began my review by exploring the
PN59D8000’s smart TV capabilities
since this is its latest, most hyped feature.
Smart TV is an evolution of Samsung’s
feature called Internet@TV which was
available in some of the previous generation Samsung TVs. There are two components to its smart TV functionality. First
is the ability to browse the Internet and
download various Samsung apps which
allow simpliﬁed access to content on the
Internet as well as access to news, weather
and social networking right on your TV.
The second component allows users to access pictures, music and videos stored on
their home network. While many of these
functions were already available through
the Internet@TV service, in this generation Samsung has added some exciting
new functionality and greatly expanded
the number of available apps. The most
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notable new addition is a full web browser
which offers Flash compatibility.
Every time the TV is powered on, it reminds you that it is a smart TV by saying so in big letters in the middle of the
screen. To simplify access to the smart TV
features, Samsung provides a brand new
double-sided remote control – one side
has all the buttons you’d expect to ﬁnd
in a regular TV remote, while the other
side, meant to be held horizontally, offers
a Qwerty keyboard and a small monochrome LCD screen. The remote doesn’t
lie ﬂat like a typical remote since it has
a pie-shaped cross section which elevates
one side of the remote, giving both its
faces a slope. This works relatively well
for the keyboard side, because it gives a
somewhat computer-like keyboard feel
but inadvertently makes it awkward to use
the TV side, the side which will be used
the vast majority of the time. Compared
to Samsung’s previous generation remote,
this new remote is shorter, wider, thicker
and noticeably heavier. Overall, I’m not
a fan of how it feels and functions as a
TV remote. The keyboard side is a different story however. Its size, shape, key
layout and responsiveness make it easy to
type words and symbols when required
by some of the apps, the web browser
or when doing a search. The small LCD
screen displays the characters being typed
on the remote at the same time as they appear on the TV screen and I couldn’t ﬁgure out exactly what purpose it serves, if
any. All in all, it worked well when using
the TV’s smart features.
In order to use most of this TV’s smart
features you’ll need to connect it to the
Internet on your home network using either a wired or wireless connection. Once
connected, pressing the “Smart Hub” button on the remote launches the smart TV
interface, which takes a few seconds to
load. The graphical interface displays
the current channel in a small box in the
top left, a search box at the top, as well as
four other sections - Your Video, Samsung
Apps, Recommended [apps] and the apps
that are currently installed on your TV.
There are some two dozen apps installed
by default including the Web Browser, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Netﬂix, Skype
(which requires an add-on camera), Picasa, AccuWeather, AP New Ticker and
icons that allow access to Videos, Photos
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and Music stored on your home network.
New apps can be downloaded by accessing the Samsung Apps and Recommended
sections. This year, Samsung expanded
the number of apps offered for download
and included some apps previously not
available to Canadian customers, like
MLB.TV.
In my opinion the most exciting and useful addition to this year’s 8000 series is
the Web Browser. While it is unlikely to
replace the full Internet browsing experience of a computer, presumably most users
will use it to quickly look something up on
the Internet while lounging on their couch
in the evening. Typing in website addresses can be accomplished very easily on the
new remote but navigating websites can
be a little cumbersome. Clicking on a link
or a button on a web page can be accomplished in one of two ways: by pressing
the up/down/left/right arrows and navigating through all the “clickable” items on
the page or by switching the arrow keys to
operate in the “Pointer Mode” which allows you to freely move the pointer on the
screen. Scrolling down long web pages is
also cumbersome and would be much easier if dedicated scroll buttons were offered
on the remote. Nevertheless, some owners will appreciate the fact that they can
now access the Internet from the comfort
of their couch. Do you ever watch TV in
the evening and suddenly have the urge to
look something up online? If so, you’ll be
glad that now you can look stuff up right
on your TV, instead of running to the computer desk and waiting for the computer
to start up. Personally, I’ve got an iPad 2
sitting on the ottoman in my living room
for this very purpose.
With so many wonderful, new age features you might think that Samsung didn’t
spend much effort on improving the picture quality of this year’s TVs, but you’d
be wrong. I was particularly excited
about the review of the PN59D8000 since
one of the reference TVs in our lab is the
Samsung PN50C8000, a model from last
year’s 8000 plasma series. Therefore I
would be able to make some direct, sideby-side picture comparisons. For the ﬁrst
few hours of the review, I watched the
TV with its factory picture settings. The
PN59D8000 provides four preset picture
modes: Dynamic, Standard, Movie and
Relax. Not surprisingly the most natu-

ral looking of these was the Movie preset, which produced the best balance of
colour, contrast and detail. Nevertheless,
the picture did have a greenish tint, which
made skin tones look somewhat unnatural
and grass a little too green. Sitting beside
our ISF calibrated PN50C8000, it was
clear that improvements could deﬁnitely
be made to achieve a more accurate picture. All of the primary colours appeared
more vibrant and natural on the calibrated
PN50C8000. There was a greater contrast
between the darkest and lightest parts of
the picture as well as more overall detail.
The picture of the PN59D8000 appeared
to have a slight haze over it and lacked the
three dimensionality of our calibrated set.
Anyhow, for the purpose of this review,
I calibrated the review set with the Spears
& Munsil Blu-ray Benchmark disc, something that every owner should consider
doing. As we’ve come to expect from
Samsung this set’s picture is highly tweakable thanks a great CMS (Colour Management System) which offers 2 and 10 point
grayscale controls, a 3D CMS (new in this
generation) and gamma adjustments accessible from the user menu. While poking around the picture menu, I took note
of the various picture settings and how
they differed from last year’s model. The
basic picture settings were all the same:
cell light, contrast, brightness, sharpness,
colour and tint. But looking deeper into
the menus revealed a number of differences compared to the last year’s 8000 series.
In the Advanced Settings there is a new
Motion Lighting feature, which reduces
power consumption using brightness control adaptive motion. The 3D menu also
has two new options: 3D Perspective and
L/R Change. Another new setting which
appears in the System menu is Screen
Burn Protection, which offers several customizable adjustments.
Following the basic calibration, I watched
several Blu-ray selections and a number
of shows from my PVR. First up was Sin
City on Blu-ray, a fantastic ﬁlm for testing black levels and contrast. Samsung
says that it made great strides in achieving a lower black level in this generation
of plasma TVs. But did they really? As
soon as the ﬁrst scenes of Sin City hit the
screen, all of my doubts slipped away. The
improvement in the black level wasn’t just
noticeable, it was dramatic. The darkest
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parts of the picture were inky black on
the PN59D8000 review set and made the
blacks on our PN50C8000 reference set
look like dark grays. No part of me expected such a signiﬁcant difference. For
Sin City, a movie which relies heavily on
a TV’s ability to display deep blacks, the
improvement of the picture quality was
exponential. Faces in the shadows, black
coats and dark environments undeniably
beneﬁted from the deeper blacks. Everything on this TV looked more realistic in
the dark scenes compared to our reference
set. Think about it this way – when you
look down an unlit laneway at night all
you see is pure blackness, not just a shade
of dark gray.
If you’re a regular reader of CANADA HiFi, you’ll know that we stress the
importance of a display to produce the
deepest possible black. And it’s not only
because dark movie scenes will look signiﬁcantly more natural, but also because
TVs with deeper blacks usually offer a
greater contrast ratio and are capable of
displaying a wider range of colours. An
increased contrast ratio translates into a
greater amount of shadow details. Scenes
in Sin City contained remarkable details
in the darkest parts of the picture. For
example, I could see the smallest creases
in Marv’s black leather coat even though
he was standing in a dark alleyway. The
same was true of all the characters’ facial
features – the ﬁnest wrinkles and skin imperfections were clearly visible under the
darkest of lighting conditions. I can’t say
that the PN59D8000 showed more shadow details than our calibrated PN50C8000,
but the details did stand out a little more
on the new model thanks to the increased
contrast. I would imagine that after a full
ISF calibration the PN59D8000 could
display even more shadow details. The
PN59D8000’s black level performance
is the closest I’ve seen any TV come to
our other reference TV, the Pioneer PDP6020FD KURO plasma.
Satisﬁed with the excellent black level
and shadow details, I proceeded to some
friendlier programming, namely a Discovery World HD program called Under
the Sea, a coral reef documentary, accompanied by a mildly humorous Jim Carrey
narration. The exotic underwater environments ﬁlled the big 59-inch screen of the
PN59D8000 and looked nothing short of
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spectacular. The mysterious creatures and
lively corals stimulated my visual senses
with vibrant, natural colours.
Once again changing pace, I watched
an episode of the new Top Gear on History HD. The characters, cars and environments looked great and displayed great
amounts of detail. I did however notice
that the hosts’ and audience skin tones
appeared to have a touch too much green
compared to our calibrated reference set.
For the same reason, the sky had a slight
green tint and grass looked a little too
green. Overall, the PN59D8000 produced
an excellent picture in all respects – black
level, contrast and colour reproduction.
Those wishing for the most accurate picture however will deﬁnitely beneﬁt from a
full calibration.
There is one other aspect that caught me
off guard about this TV – it does a fantastic job at reducing image retention compared to the last year’s model. This was
most noticeable when I left a channel like
CP24, which has a static grid on the screen,
for extended periods of time. When I
switched the channel after some 30 minutes of CP24, our PN50C8000 continued
to display a faint outline of the grid on the
screen for another 15 minutes or so. The
new PN59D8000 showed only the faintest
sign of the grid on the screen, something
that would go completely unnoticed by
most viewers. I was very pleased to see
such a drastic improvement since image
retention was my biggest caveat about the
previous 8000 series.
To test the TV’s 3D picture capabilities
I reached for a few 3D Blu-ray discs including Tron: Legacy, Monsters vs Aliens,
Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs and
The Green Hornet. As mentioned above,
this new 8000 Series of plasma TVs offers
a separate Colour Management System
for its 3D mode so that the picture can be
properly calibrated, something not possible in the previous generation.
I’ve already been enjoying an excellent
3D picture from our reference Samsung
plasma during the last year, so I didn’t expect any less from this review set. In fact,
I was very curious to see how the 3D picture compares between the two sets. While
watching Tron: Legacy, the PN59D8000
produced a superb, three dimensional picture. Unlike other 3D movies I’ve seen to
date, Tron uses a more subtle approach to

3D, utilizing the picture depth very effectively rather than choosing to pop images
off the screen. The environments, vehicles
and character costumes lend themselves
naturally to be shown in 3D and the overall experience was nothing shy of brilliant.
Thanks to the fact that with active 3D tech,
each eye gets the full 1080p resolution, the
images were highly detailed as I’ve come
to anticipate from top notch Blu-ray movies. As with any 2D movie that has lots of
dark scenes, Tron beneﬁted greatly from
the PN59D8000’s ability to display deep,
inky blacks. Using active 3D glasses does
result in a slightly darker picture overall,
although this isn’t something that has ever
bothered me – I think that seeing 3D images far outweighs this shortcoming.
For the most part, the PN59D8000 produced a 3D picture that is almost exactly
the same quality as our reference Samsung
plasma from last year. Although there was
very little of it, I did observe some image
crosstalk (faint outlines around characters
and objects) while watching Monsters
vs Aliens and The Green Hornet, both
TVs showed it in the same scenes. The
PN59D8000 did however show one signiﬁcant 3D picture upgrade – its 3D picture exhibited much lower picture grain
over our reference set. This is something
which will without a doubt be appreciated
by all viewers.
I have to say that I am very impressed
with how Samsung has advanced its 8000
series plasma TVs this year. Not only does
the PN59D8000 offer some of the most
advanced, new age features you will ﬁnd
in any 2011 TV, Samsung has managed to
raise the picture quality bar another few
notches. In fact, the PN59D8000 will
entertain viewers with one of the best 2D
and 3D pictures available today and does
so at a reasonable price point. This TV
is a solid “class A” performer that is very
easy to recommend to anyone.
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